NLC Response to Concerns of Religious Groups Around the Use and Display of the
‘Lotto Funded’ logo
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For immediate release
Pretoria - It has come to the attention of the National Lotteries Commission (NLC) that a
number of athletics clubs in the Western Cape Province have raised concern on religious
grounds around the display of the NLC Lotto Funded logo on racing licences at events
organised by Athletics South Africa (ASA).
ASA is a beneficiary of the NLC. Over the years they have applied for and received funding in
support of local race events.
The application and display of the NLC Logo is a requirement stipulated in the Grant
Agreement with Athletics South Africa. The refusal by the beneficiary (ASA) to display the logo
would be a violation of the terms and conditions of the Grant Agreement.
The NLC does not fund religious organisations. As per the Lotteries Act No 57 of 1997 (as
amended), funding is directed at qualifying Non-profit/governmental organisations
(NPOs/NGOs) Section-21 companies, Public Benefit Trusts and Schools.
In this case, the affected athletics clubs taking part in the activities of ASA are not direct
beneficiaries, but benefit from funding activities of the NLC. To date, the clubs have not lodged
a formal query/complaint with the NLC.
As an entity of government through the Department of Trade and Industry, the NLC is fully
aware and sensitive to the cultural and religious rights afforded to all citizens through the
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa.
The NLC commits to engaging with ASA around the issue and will facilitate further
engagement with the affected clubs through ASA to discuss and find common ground on the
matter while accommodating the legal considerations that exist around the brand.
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